
WEYTEC presents a new streamlined solution
with smartUX plus

WEYTEC smartUX plus

UNTERENGSTRINGEN, SWITZERLAND,

May 10, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

WEY Technology (WEYTEC), a leading

global provider of high-performance

workplace solutions on trading floors

and in control rooms, is stepping up its

offering for organizations with simpler

operational requirements. Recognizing

their need for rapid, robust and

responsive systems, it has created a

smart solution to benefit these businesses and their fast-moving working environments:

smartUX plus.

The smartUX plus solution is designed to deliver simplicity and efficiency at an affordable price

for more streamlined operations. It offers tried-and-true features and benefits of other cutting-

edge WEYTEC solutions on a scale that suits organizations working on a smaller scale. The

familiar ergonomic design and user-friendly interface meet “one keyboard, one mouse”

operation, with keyboard shortcuts and configured presets designed to make switching between

up to 16 sources swift and simple. Response times are ultra-rapid thanks to minimal latency,

enabling fast-paced decision-making where it’s needed most.

Security is crucial for organizations operating within smaller margins where stability is key.

smartUX plus is a remarkably resilient system offering peerless redundancy and features cutting-

edge encryption technology for maximum peace of mind – so operators can focus on running

and growing their business.

Small businesses are constantly evolving, and smartUX plus offers the flexibility and scalability to

keep pace with change. It can be upgraded to full-scale WDP MX® solutions so organizations can

take advantage of more innovative functions and features from WEYTEC as they expand. This

safeguards their investment in the long term, as smartUX plus grows with them. The result? A

streamlined solution from WEYTEC that does more for every organization.
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